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1. INTRODUCTION
Two factors dominate space deve.lopnlent:
the cost of transportation to and in space and the
availability of operating power once there. We.
advocate here that propulsion and power can
both be done with the same technology: beaming
power from ground based stations. Moreover,
there is a technology growth path which leads
naturally through a series of mission capabi]itie.s
with common hardware. The goal is sub.stantitrl
cost savings by using the same tecimolc~gy to
q“he e a r l y
perform different functions.
applications are potentially commercial so that
technology can be transferred to the. pr; vatr.
sector, in the spirit c)f current policy trends.
‘l”his work can be summarized in two quitf
independent proposi (ions:

1) Space. ]]ropulsion and power beaming
al]plicaticJ~]s-wl]icl~ vary over several orders
of magnitude in required power aperture
ploduct ox effective radiated power (ERP)can be met by building up a system using
increasing numbers of modules, starting from
a singie power rncxiu]e for identification of
orbital (iebl is equipped with a receiver to
hundreds of modules for imaging and deep
s~)ace. probes and culminating in 3,000
module system for launch of 30 kg payloads
into low lhi) [h orbit (LEO) 1,
2) TIE optimum frequency for such power
b e a m i n g tipplica(ions is likely ill the
rnillinle.tc.r wave regime rather than in the
-10 cfn rcf,ime of most previous studies.

* A portion of this work was carried OUI al the Jet Propulsion laboratory, Califonl~ti Institute of Technology, under contract
with the National Aeronautics and Space ArJministratirm.
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Several means for using microwave beams
for space propulsion and power applications
were proposed in the past. In the last 15 years
the technology base has been expanded, allowing
new power beaming missions and offering
innovative improvements to existing missions.
Generically known as “high power rnic~owaves”
(HPM), this new technology produces very high
CW and peak powers over an exte.nsivc
frequency range.
Of particular inrerest for space applications
are powerful sources now available at
wavelengths in the millimeter range. Twentyfive years ago such sources were available at
average powers of a watt. Now these powers
have reached megawatt levels for quasi.
.
T h e r e a r e rlow
continuous operation
commercial varieties used in fusion research
which deliver megajoule pulses at frecjuencies
above 100 GHz (3 millimeters). I“hey CIO so by
tapping the enormous power and energy
reservoirs of modern intense relativistic electron
beam technology.
2. IIISTORY
The first high power microwave beaming
experimental work was performed by l)ickinson
3
and Brown in 1975 . This test was conducted at
Goldstone over a range of 1.5 km. A 25 m? array
of elements collected the microwave beam at a
conversion efficiency above 80% at 30 kW
transmitted average power. The frequency was
2,4 GHz, using technology of the 1950s.
The new HPM technologies have not been
applied to NASA missions because, in the 19601975 era, when the concept work by Bob
Forwardd and Martin Willinskys and Wiliiam
Brown was done, the only technologies available
at high average powers were in the centimeter
wave region below 10 GHz.
Recently a concept for the most difficult of
missions, direct launch into Earth orbit, was
advanced by Benford and Myrabol.
0)s1s
reductions of two orders of magnitude ~’ere
estimated, The capital investment required for
such a large facility, not to mentic)n the
development program, raised the question of a
development path with accompanying
economies. This led to the present work.

3. I’OVVI;R BEAMIN(;
M1SS1ON CI.ASSES
The nlissions fall into general classes divided
according to the average power required.
Therefore they provide a path for technology
growth, allowing near term applications with
present day satellites at moderate power levels
and cxtrapo]ating to long range missions
requiring much higher power. In this paper we
describe a development path leading to LEO
launch at 30 MW power level. For completeness
we list applications of greater power as well.
The first power mission class requires
average power kwcls up to 100 kW:
1 ) Supdyir!g-&ctrk DO wer to loitering
high altitude airplanes or aerostats
(powertd balloons).
2) ~~i,jyn. Qf orbi~l debris.
“1’he second mission class requires average
powers of order 1 MW:
3)
4)

~~~~~~jery

r txhar~ in low Earth
orbit ancl geostationary orbit.

&IJ~[MSing aste r o i d imw
Mapping of asteroids both for resource
assessment and because of concerns
about collisions with Earth.

‘1’he. third mission class uses powers of the
order of tens of MW:
5 ) MQr@uIs~ laun h particularly
to the outer solar system, using
microwave radiation pressure broadcast
from the ground to spacecraft in Earth
orbit (as in the solar sail concept, but at
much hig}ler power densities) with low
mass scientific payloads.
This
technology may be compatible with
NASA’s New Millennium spacecraft
program, Of particular interest are outer
planet flyby and Oort cloud missions,
where high velocity is required.
6) Q-JIjJ ~~i~.and maneuver, such as
moving satellites within a given orbit to
a diffcre.nt plane, and raising satellites to
geosynchronous orbit (GEO).

. .
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.

using

a
combination of air breathing pulse jet
and tem~inal phase rocket, The cost to
orbit can be lowered by perhaps two
orders of magnitude

around 220 (~}iz from a 4 kilometer altitude site
is 95% compaIe.d with 45% at sea level.
Collsideririg [he added cost of construction at
high altitude, high desert locations at
intermediate altitudes may be preferred.

These missions are now more feasible because of
HPM technology advances. The fourth mission
class demands powers of order 100 MW to
1 GW, but are beyond the scope of this paper:

The problem of air breakdown at high
altitudes is elilninated because the breakdown
fluencc $ in W/cn12 scales as

~ h.UMh-JQIQ-K.EUl!LQd2iJ

8)

9)

~QwQc&t.atiu-IJrovidirlg ~a~w
scale powet to Earth from huge orbiting
platforms.
~.~.~.wm-like solar powe]
satellite, but on the moon and built from
lunar materials.

10) H&tlEMEAM.w.P.sM@!tiIIg dl~ring
the two week dark period, ‘Ilis has been
shown to have advantages over large.
area solar cells, battery storage ancl
nuclear generators because c)f the higtl
cost of space transportation.
11) Interstellar launch-like outer planet
launch, but with very low mass payloads
and much higher power.
4. GROkJND IIASELI
11PM TRANSMIIWIR
Power beaming through the atn~osphe.re
depends upon two principal factors, the power of
the available sources and the attenuaticm through
the atmosphere. At the 1-10 GHz frequencies
chosen for previous beaming studies, attenuation
is not a factor and the highest peak powers are
produced. There are advantages to going to
much higher frequencies:
Technology
development for fusion has produced high power
sources at very high frequencies. Relative to
low frequency microwaves, high frequencies
offer smaller broadcasting and receiving
antennas and recte.nnas. In general real estate
Relative to lasers, higher
gets smaller.
microwave frequencies are less expcnsi ve arid of
much higher efficiency.
~“here are atmospheric windows at 95 (iH7
and around 220 GI]7. where attenuation, due to
water molecule absorption, is high at the surface.
but is slight at high altitudes. For exan)plc,
transmission efficiency for vertical beaming,

@2.39 p2(l + $
where p is the pressure in l’err, (.o is the angular
frequency of the emitted radiation and v = 5.3 x
10~ p (s-l) is the, molecular collision frequency of
the air at that pressure. At high frequencies the
second term dominates and the problem of
breakdown at high altitudes is bypassed.
The.refore., the optimum window when one
considers the size of the radiating antenna is at
much higher frcc]uencie.s than have been studied
previously. A good frequency is 245 GHz
because government allocation for radiation is
umestrictcd; we will use 245 GHz in our
calculations.
New sources are available with high power
and high energy capabilities. The HPM devices
we describe in this paper are very different from
lower frequency microwave devices such as
magnetrons, klystrons and traveling wave tubes,
which typically use Rectangular waveguides in
furldamenta] modes for extraction. Many of the
HPM devices e.niploy altogether new interaction
mechanisms. Ilis emerging technology includes
no~ only sources but overmoded transmission
waveguide.s, piiase shifters, rectennas and other
co]nponents.
The apprc)pr-iate sources for producing
radiation axound 220-250 GHz are free electron
lasers, the gyrotron family (especially Cyclotron
Auto Resonant Masers, CARMS), and the
Cerenkov source family, which has powerful
members at high frequencies. All can be
opc.rated as amplifiers, as preferred for the
phased array antenna. Oscillators are not
excluded, however. Recent experiments reported
in this conference, show phase control of high
Master
frc. quency gyrotron o s c i l l a t o r s .
oscillators can drive., i.e., control the phase of,
both oscillator arrays find amplfier arrays.

Not all the above devices have been
developed at frequencies higher than 120 GHz,
but there is no fundamental reason why they
cannot be. Substantial peak and average
microwave powers at such high frequencies have
not been the subject of investigation by the 11PM
community. At 120 GHz the peak power per
source of Cerenkov generators and CARMS is
about 10 MW, whereas FELs have operaled at
powers of several GW at 120 GI]2. internal
breakdown will not be a problem at these short
wavelengths; all the candidates operate highly
overmoded and one can reasonably expect that
they can be developed to suit this requirwnent.
High average power at high frequency has
advanced significantly in recent years due I.O the
needs of the magnetic fusion program for p] asrmt
heaters. Gyrotrons are currently being used for
development of tubes in the megawatt class at
frequencies from 100-280 GHz, producing
microwave energy at the MJ level. They have
reached the domain required for power bca n~ing
applications. For example, Varian now produces
a 110 GIIz gyrotron that produces a 0.5 MW
pulse for 2 seconds, giving 1 MJ/pulse. The
built-in quasi-optical mode converter produces a
Gaussian tmnsversc intensity distribution. Such
beams are suitable for transportation with slna]l
losses via oversized or mirror transmission lines
(beam waveguides). These technicIucs are
necessary in order to propagate large amounts of
power in waveguide structures that am easy to
build.
T h u s t}le p o w e r l i m i t a t i o n s o f
conventional waveguide techniques have been
circumvented in the millimeter wave region.
Present development programs call for 1 hfW,
280 GHz CW gyrotrons, quite sufficient fox the
applications discussed in this paperz.
The key technology issues for such high
power sources are largely independent of source
type. Issues for high power gyrotrcms at high
frequency are described in detail by Fclch ct al. z
and Goldenberg and Litvac7. The key issues arc
1) power dissipation in the cavities: the power
density on the wall can be -4 kW/crnt using
present technology, which allows 1 MW devices
with 250 cmz collector area, 2.) magnets:
superconducting magnets are essential for the
large fields and cost is determined by bore size,
3) output coupler: optical techniques such as the
Vlasov coupler have produced 95% transmission,

4) extraction windows: cryogenically-cooled
single-disk sapphire windows look attractive due
to lower RF lcjsses and significantly higher
co]]ductivity of sapphire at high temperature.
5. ARRAY MOIIUI.E
The proposed array module shown in
Figure 1 cc)nsists of a thermally controlled
elevation ovc. r azimuth (AZ-EL), beam
waveSuide (BWG) parabolic antenna about 9 m
“I”he optimum size will be
in diameter.
determined by an economic analysis to conform
to Dickinson’s 1.aw8 wherein for a given
effective isotropic radiated power (EIRP)
requirement, the minimum system cost is
achieved when the cost of antenna gain
(including the cost of pointing, acquisition and
tracking) is equal to the cost of transmitter power
(including the IEIW power, power supply, cooling
and exciter)<
The gyrotron transmitter and the low noise
amplifier (LNA) receiver are housed in the
antenrla pedestal and are duplexed to the BWG
feed system via a flip-mirror arrangement, .The
array operating frequency is proposed to be in
the. radio spectrum segment allocated to the
In(iustrial, Scientific and Medical (lSM) band at
244-246 GIJ7.9.
(lm~n]ande.d phase steering of the array
powex beam will be done by supplying each
transnlitter with a common frequency reference
distributed by buried fiber optic lines and
ap~)lying to its phase shifter the sum of the
calculated geometrical path length phase
difference. and the transmitting equipment phase
collju~ate (ictcrmined from periodically receiving
with a con)mon receiver sequentially all of the
transmitters returned pulses from a piece of
orbitai debris or one of the numerous radar
calibration spheres in orbit starting in 1965 with
the Lincoln Calibration Sphere Object #900 in
the LJ. S. Space Command Satellite Cataiog (SAT
CAT), or I.CS-1 ‘O. Similarly, determining the
receiving array equipment phase calibration
conjugate values will be accomplished by
pelio(iically receiving one transmitted pulse
sinlultaneously at all of the receivers, before
ap~llying the computed beam steering commands
recluired for the desired geometrical pointing
dire.ction.
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Figure 1. Millimeter microwave power phased array module eoncep~
The gyrotron can M either an amplifier or a’
phase-injection-locked oscillator. In the former
unit the array beam steering is done simply by
phase shifting the module drive signal. In the
Iatte[ case the beam steering must also include
means such as a magnetic field strength trim to
set the rest frequency of the oscillator or to
periodically measure the static phase.

Figure 2 gives a layout of a 245 GH7.,
30 MW ground-based power beaming, station
which would be the end point of the development
pro~ran~ we are discussing. It has a span of
S50 m and ccmtains 3,000 gyrotrons at 10 kW
power. A single radiating element is the 9 m
dish as in Figure 1.
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Figure 2. 30 MW rnilliniefer wave launch s!aficm (4 km altitude site).
The module in Figure 1 is in fact within the
present state-of-the-art, Both the source and
antenna technical barriers have already been
surmounted. For example, the specific window
at 245 can be accessed with gyrotron technology.
In Figure 3 wc see a commercial 110 GI IZ device
within reach of the specifications we need. Its
power is higher and its frequency is lower than
the module we describe.
Moreover, the module antenna already exists
in the form of large numbers of millimeter wave
telescopes scattered around the world. ‘l’hey are
used for millimeter and submillimeter wave
astronomy. At present there are about 20 such
telescopes with diameters typically about
10 meters, but varying up to 45 meters. ‘1’hcy

have high ape:[ule efficiency in most cases; the
Cal Tech Subrilillimetcr Observatory has an
ape! ture efficiency of 75% up to 1 THz,. Some
are at high altitude sites such as Mauna Kea in
I]awaii, sorrlc are at lower elevations in high, dry
desert such as the owen’s Valley Six Antenna
Sub]nillime.tcr Ar~ay.
Ilearned Power Safety: All beamed power
systems must have. their transmitters interlocked
with a safety survc.illance radar subsystem. This
will be required to protect the wayward aeronaut
and his equipmen[ or avian biota even if the array
is Iocatcd in a restricted air space, If the intruder
is about to enter the beam, the options are to
divert, dim or dc)usc it~l. The system must
accommodate the Jesu]ting electrical transients.

,’
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rcpc.atabili(y within pulses mus[ bc of the same
order.
Beamed Power to Aerostats: I’hc technology
of [he modular array could be adapted to
supl)lying electric power to run motors with
propellers on airplanes or acrostats (powered
balloons) in order to keep them near stationary at
high altitude above the arrayl~. Such vehicles
qould f u n c t i o n a s conltnunications a n d
observations platforms. Rectennas on the
airborne vehicles would intercept the RF power
beal[] and convert it to dc voltage for motors ‘and
payloads 14. “1’hc altitude for minimum flight
power to overcome the wind aloft drag is at
70,000 ft.ls. ‘llc basic array module with its 9 m
transmitting dish equipped with variable focus
could provide a -3 dB spot size of about 3 m at
the 21.3 km altitude. Clouds and rain would
provide significant attenuation, however, so a
high dry site is desirable. Furthermore, the
system and its payloads must accommodate the
b e a m p o w e r dimniing o f p r o p a g a t i o n
impaimmnts.
Figure3. Highaverage power llOGllz
gyrotron produces 350 kW for
10 SCC, 500 kW for 2 see, 1 MW for
2 ms at 30 Hz, Courtesy of Kevin
Fclch, shown in photo, Varian
Associates.
6. SYSTEMS FOR ‘1’HE MISSIONS
Table 1 s h o w s rou~h e s t i m a t e s o f the
rcquircrmmts of each mission and (hc number of
9 meter diarncter, 10 kW modules needed. I’he
mtr]ti-puri)ose approach is shown in Figure 4,
Orbital Debris: An early application of one m a
few of the array modules is to provide orbital
debris mapping 12. By integrating pulses it is
estimated that a single 9 m diameter antenna with
50% apc]~ure efficiency (Strehl ratio 0.5) and a
10 kW avemge power at 245 GHz operating with
a 260 K receiver can deliver a 13 d~ SNR return
from a I mm diameter particle (radar cross
section, RCS of -58.3 dBsm, dB relative to onc
square rnctcr) at a range of about 500 km. I“he
phase stability between pulses must be on the
order of 10 degrees rms or less.
~’he

Spacecraft Battery Recharge: Commercial
communication satellites during periods of solar
eclipse must usc ba[tery systems to provide onboard powcl and the lifetime of such batteries
limits the opcrationa] lifetime of the entire
platform lb, ]7. one estimate has shown that a
power beaming system from a single ground
station providing 25 kW of power could produce
direct cost savinss to the communication satellite
industry of a htu]drcd million dollars per year by
extend]ng satellite lifetime18. This gives an
imnwdiate comnle.rcial payoff. Another possible
use is for powering electric propulsion systems
intellde.d for station keeping or orbital transfer.
Sonle comn]crcia] satellites use electric thrusters
for station keeping. Power beaming would allow
them to opma[e at higher power levels without
having to incrcasc the size of the attached solar
arrays.
Asteroid Imaging:
Using delay-Doppler
imaging techniques 18, an array of modules can
provide images of near Earth asteroids.
Assuming a required 20 dll SNR for single pulse
operation, approxinlate]y 375 modules could
image a 10 kln 2 RCS asteroid at a range of
0.1 AU. I’hc full array of 3,000 modules could
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Table 1. Estimates of power beaming mission parameters;
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Figure 4. Applications for millimeter microwave power phased array.
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perform similarly at a range of 0.48 AU, which is
beyond Mars closest approach (0.38 AU). ~’he
desired phase stability and repeatability for
imaging applications should be improved over
that of simple target detection.
Deep Space Probe I.aunch: C)nce the system
approaches large numbers of radiators it is
possible to begin launching probes using the
microwave radiation pressure. This is similar to
the solar sail concept, but at much higher power
densities on the reflecting, ultra-light vehicle.
This concept has been explored by Forwardd!~O,zl
and we will relate this work to his examples. It
is necessary, of course, to use very low mass
scientific payloads, which is compatible with the
direction of NASA toward the New Millennium
spacecraft, The most unknown regions of the
solar system are the outer planets and beyond.
Of special importance are the cometary clouds
that reside in the region of the outer planets ‘l’he
inner region, known as the Kuiper Belt, is
beyond Neptune and the outer region, the OorI
Cloud, is beyond Pluto. To explore this realm
requires very high velocities, in cjrder tQ have
missions occur within reasonable mission time
scales and funding cycles, and very low mass in
order to get the high velocities.
M i c r o w a v e s a c c e l e r a t e paylc)ads al an
acceleration
:)

a = 2 cl /mc
where e is the efficiency, P the power received
and m the mass. The method is to accelerate the
sail first in the region out to where the, beam spot
can be focused to t}~e sail diameter which is
given by the diffraction limited clistance

where d is the sail diameter and D is the antenna
diameter. Forward has shown that the velocity
beyond this point will increase by 40’%0 duc to
further acceleration with declining efficietwy. To

achieve a g,iveli tcrrni]lal velocity t}le power
required is given by

where m is the nlass. Detailed analysis shows
that the accclertition required to reach a given
ternlina] velocity scales as
P1 _.m12
—aa~?-dj
which shows the extreme importance of going to
shorter wavelengths and increasing the diameter
without increasing, the mass. Clearly the
advantage of going to higher frequencies will
reduce. the power requirement, reduce the
acceleration and lengthen the accelerating
distance S. g“his recalls that the device can be
designed for the -1 g tolerance of contemporary
hardware, instead of extreme accelerations at
lower frequencies.
As a specific example, in Table 2 we show a
con~parison of the Forward20 design and the.
present calculation. We have. chosen a less
sporty approach than Forward, using a larger
mass, although quite small, and a smaller sail
diameter. q’he effect of the higher frequency is
that even with lower radiated power we can
accelerate, at a low acceleration to a higher
terminal velocity over a longer distance. With
the full 3000 module system we get --40krrdsec
so the outer planets are only about a year away.
Deep space probes need only half that, One can
drop the velocity by a factor of two in several
manners; wc choose a higher mass, 120 grams.
SirIce the final velocity is roughly proportional to
the power -aperture product (at constant d/D
ratio), we, could begi~i interplanetary probe
operations when the number of modules is a
quarter of the final system, i.e., 750 modules.
I.aunch into Earth Orbit: The mission is
described in Reference. 1 and in the next paper in
these proceedings.

t.
.

Table 2. Interplanetary probe launch by beam powered sails.
Parameter
.———.
Average Radiated Power, MW
Frequency, GHz
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R. 1.. Forward
(1986)

]Ienford & Dickinson
(1995)

100
10

30

Mass (g)
Sail Diameter d(m)
Acceleration, Earth Gravities
Accelerating Range S, km
Acceleration Time, sec
Final Velocity Vf, km/see
———— . ..-—-. --—7 A DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM FOR
ilPM SPACE APPLICATIONS
The basic argument for such an approach is
clear: Power beaming becomes economic only
when it can move power from where it is cheap
and accessible to places where it is hard to ,come
by. Previous work has shown that it is often
more economical to transmit power than to move
the equipment to produce power locally 19.
Modern power systems are expensive and
complex, but if power for space can be. located
where it is easily accessible and adjacent to
where the required skilled people are located,
i.e., on Earth, then it becomes more practical.
If large scale space power beaming is to
become a reality it must be broadly attractive.
This means that it must provide for a real need,
make business sense, attract investment, be
environmentally benign, be economically
attractive and have tnajor energy or aerospace
fim~s support and lobby for it.
Figures 5 and 6 show a logical deve]opme.nt
program for achieving missions in sequence by
enlarging the facility. The linear relationship
between transmitter power and area means that ‘
the horizontal axis is also proportional to the
number of modules. The antenna area unit used
here is easy to visualizfi: I(F square meters is a
square 100 meters on a side.
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orbital debris mapping would be the first
objective and could b~ accomplished with a
single module. Similarly, recharging of satellite
battc.ries in 1.,110 would take place with a few
modules and can reach commercial possibilities
with about 90. ‘l’his gives ten times solar flux,
i.e., 13.8 kW/cm2, on a satellite as it passes
over head. This would be followed by an asteroid
imaging capability, with an ability to resolve
aste] oicls at a ratlge of 9 million miles. Launch
of deep space probes with a mass of 120 grams
to a velocity of 20 km/s can be achieved with
750 modules (with the full system, the probe
mass becomes 3 kg, a more realistic mass for
single sensor dedicated probes with aluminized
li~ylar sails made in quantity.
Recharging of satellites in GEO becomes
possible at about the 1500 module level. This is
a lalge commercial area and could provide a big
payoff.
l;inally, at the full 3,000 module capability
one can to launch into orbit a small 30 kg objects
carrying cargo, launching every few minutes.
This makes industrial transport in and out of
LE(I a reality at cost about two orders of
maf,nitude less than present day and at least an
ordc.r of magnitude less than rocketry can ever
achieve. Ilis facility will also allow imaging of
asteroids out to 100 million miles, which reaches
the asteroid belt
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Figure !5. Development path for space power beaming. Since tbe basic module of the system is
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At the top of the figure is a development
timclinc for the production of the modules. in
the car] y part of the 21st century production
could be about one per week moving on to one.
per day in about 2015. Production of high power
sources on this scale is comparable to that
already being studied by DOE for the Next
Linear Collider (NLC). The NIX tubes operate
at about 11 GHz. Ncvathelcss, their average.
power is comparable to that neded for this array.
DOE is investigating the use of automated
production to make such large nurnbcrs of tub
at low unit cost; their goal is 50 k$ per tube and
the same for the power supply. We can anticipate
that such production methods will exist in the
first dccadc of the 21st century.
In today’s climate it is
technology development to
commercial applications. In our
the missions we’ve described

important for
bc coupled to
view scve.ral of
are potentially

commercial matters. Starting with orbital debris
mapping, one. can scc an incremental commercial
development leading first to satellite power
recharging. Eventually, as the space market and
business confidence grows and capital becomes
more available, this development plan leads to
the repowcring of satellites in GEO and
ultimately to launch services with the full
system. Investment costs are minimized because
the. research program leads to many applications.
Therefori, the private sector should be
included from tie cwtset in the development of
power beaming for space applications. This
includes the WkD phase, as it is very important
to gain support from industry to maintain a longterm commcrcia] strategy.
Finally, we. have to consider the scale of the
enterprise we were discussing. Figure 7 shows
the Solar System to scale. It is accepted by many
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Figure. 7. Orbit ranges in the Solar System.

that in the next millennium mankind will be.~in
to develop the solar system. While this is a
common opinion, there, is no clear view of how it
is to be achieved and by what technology we are
to make the Solar System readily accessible.
This paper has attempted to demonstrate that the
technical means are already in hand for a space
infrastructure. A unified approach to many
missions can be found by looking to the usc of
millimeter wave beams to provide power and
In a sense this awiounts to
transportation.
exploring at the speed of light.
We do not pretend that the module and
development path we have described is optimal.
Perhaps lasers will be more suited for some
applications, as in the SF. LENE19 program. We.
feel that much work must be done to decide
whether this method is in fact practical on
economic grounds. We urge the technical
governmental and political community to support
studies of this possible road to our future.
We gratefully acknowledge discussions with
Dominic 13enford and Dan Greenwood.
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